By Caroline Mallonée, Ph.D.

To set a poem to music is to change it. Steve Reich writes that when, as a student, he first tried to set William Carlos Williams’ words to music in the 1950’s, he “only froze” its flexible American speech-derived rhythms. A decade later, Reich turned to the use of recorded speech in Come Out and It’s Gonna Rain, and thereby could use speech rhythms honestly; in a recording of someone speaking, the secondary quality of text setting is avoided.

Reich didn’t use text in his music again until 1981. However, he did not abandon vocal writing in this decade—he included voice parts within text in several major works composed in the 1970’s. His inspiration in such vocal writing is often timbral. In Drumming (1971), Reich explains: “While first playing the drums during the process of composition, I found myself sometimes singing with them, using my voice to imitate the sounds they made… Thus the basic assumption about the voices in Drumming was that they would not sing words, but would precisely imitate the sound of the instruments.” In Music for Mallet Instruments, Voices and Organ, Reich found himself “spontaneously singing long held tones” while creating the marimba patterns. These long held tones, on the vowel “ee,” combine with the organ to provide a harmonic underpinning to phasing patterns in the mallet instruments.

At other times, the voice’s natural connection to breath led Reich towards a gradual music process. In Music for 18 Musicians, “The voices and winds… take a full breath and sing or play pulses of particular notes for as long as their breath will comfortably sustain them. The breath is the measure of the duration of their pulsing. This combination of one breath after another gradually washing up like waves against the constant rhythm of the pianos and mallet instruments is something I have not heard before…”

Reich’s non-texted vocal writing exists in a larger cultural context. Used in Ravel’s Daphnis and Chloe (1909–1912), as well as Scriabin's Prometheus (1910), Gustav Holst's The Planets (1917), and Debussy’s Nocturnes (1900), the “ahs” of the chorus provide an ethereal tapestry under which the music proceeds. At other times, the voice’s natural connection to breath led Reich towards a gradual music process. In Music for 18 Musicians, “The voices and winds… take a full breath and sing or play pulses of particular notes for as long as their breath will comfortably sustain them. The breath is the measure of the duration of their pulsing. This combination of one breath after another gradually washing up like waves against the constant rhythm of the pianos and mallet instruments is something I have not heard before…”

Reich’s non-texted vocal writing exists in a larger cultural context. Used in Ravel’s Daphnis and Chloe (1909–1912), as well as Scriabin’s Prometheus (1910), Gustav Holst’s The Planets (1917), and Debussy’s Nocturnes (1900), the “ahs” of the chorus provide an ethereal tapestry under which the music proceeds. At other times, the voice’s natural connection to breath led Reich towards a gradual music process.

Non-texted voice is a tool of the modernists and experimentalists as well. George Crumb, in Ancient Voices of Childhood (1970), calls for many vocal timbres, exploring the ambiguities between comprehensible words and incomprehensible sonic gestures. In A-Rame (1975), Berio divdes language into its constituent sounds, removing the meaning from the language. Reich is not using these experimental techniques in his music, however. Missing is the muttering, whispering, speaking and screaming found in Berio’s solo-voice Squares (1960) and A-Rame. Each of these experimental pieces does have a text, and it is set, however unconventionally; wordless moments are instances within longer texted vocal lines. In Reich’s textless vocal writing, the voices are not soloists, but part of the overall texture of the piece. The vocal writing is for the music’s sake, not for the voice’s.

With minimalism’s steady pulse and use of amplification (there are often parallels drawn between it and the rock music of the 1960s and 70s) one might even argue that Steve Reich’s voices are the equivalent of back-up singers. However, the primary influence that Reich himself names is that of early music—Perotin, specifically. Jazz, too, was an enormous influence on Reich as a young man, and the sound of his ensemble is infused with a jazz flavor: the vibraphone, the electronic organ, the seventh, ninth and eleventh chords. It was his interest in jazz that led Reich to explore its origins in Africa. Reich names A.M. Jones’s book, Studies in African Music, as a major influence, and it was after reading this book that Reich traveled to Ghana to study drumming.

In a compositional output that has lasted many decades and is still in progress, Steve Reich’s work is informed by many different approaches to vocalism. It’s Gonna Rain and Come Out, Reich’s first two tape pieces, keep the power and suggestion of words while journeying with the audience into other sound-worlds through the use of phasing. What was at first only implicit in these early tape pieces, is in Different Trains made explicit: “if one could present that speech without altering its pitch or timbre...” By the time he does set text again, retaining his trademark blend of voices and instruments, his experiments with voices as timbre alone have made their mark in his mind: now the voice and the words become music with a message.

Caroline Mallonée received her Ph.D. from Duke University this year; this article is an excerpt of her dissertation Authenticity of Utterance: Steve Reich’s Works with Voice, which can be read in its entirety at www.handoverhand.org. She also holds degrees from Harvard University and the Yale School of Music. In 2004, she was a Fulbright Scholar in the Netherlands. She has been teaching at The Walden School for 9 years.

Carrie's Recommended Reich Reading and Listening

All works mentioned in article, plus:
- Writings on Music (book)
- Piano Phase
- Violin Phase
- Pendulum Music
- Clapping Music
- Tehillim
Beacon in the Fog

By Seth Breslow

Somehow in Nebraska, 35,000 feet above the earth… In my role as Executive Director for The Walden School, and in my other professional career managing a sales team for a software company, I travel a lot and spend a lot of time on airplanes, as I’m doing right now. And each summer, I travel via airplane from my home in San Francisco to my other home, in Dublin, New Hampshire, where I have the privilege of living among some of the most talented and creative people around.

During bygone eras, travelers did not speak about the globe in large metal tubes miles above the earth. Instead people traveled great distances by boat. Where I come from, fog is nearly omnipresent, and for many of those maritime travelers from previous eras, an important way for travelers to navigate their way safely to their destination—especially through that fog—was by lighthouse.

In California, there existed an extensive system of lighthouses along the coast; several beautiful and historic lighthouses are still in existence. Upon a recent visit to the Pigeon Point Lighthouse south of San Francisco, I reflected on how The Walden School is a lighthouse for time travelers from previous eras, an important way for travelers to navigate their way safely to their destination—especially through that fog—was by lighthouse.

While our programs may lie dormant in the off-season, the able and dedicated work of the Board of Directors and year-round administration keep the lighthouse flame burning. In 2006 the results of our fundraising efforts were Walden’s best ever, as we raised nearly $250,000 toward the annual fund. We raised more money for scholarships than we had ever in the past. Walden’s artist residency program demonstrated the amazing and diverse talents of the Fantasy Dun, Cyrus Chestnut, the Del Sol String Quartet, and The Walden School Players, our outstanding ensemble-in-residence. The Teacher Training Institute welcomed 33 enthusiastic music teachers from around the world for another successful intensive; we’re already looking forward to the August 2007 workshop.

2007 promises to be another great year. We have expanded our Board of Directors to 13 members, and we have made great strides in our strategic planning process. Our 35th Anniversary Season is already taking shape. I hope many of you (alumni, teachers and artists) will follow the Walden beacon to Dublin, New Hampshire for the Alumni Reunion (June 22-24, 2007), to recreate your own Walden and JCC connections. In the meantime, you have my best wishes for safe travels and a joyous holiday season. Please stay in touch.

The Walden School Board, staff and administration are very thankful for the work and support of Nnenna Ogwo and Lia Fernald, both of whom will be leaving the board to devote more time to demanding careers. Nnenna, a Walden alumna and award-winning performer, will be finishing her Doctor of Musical Arts Degree at SUNY Stonybrook, as well as performing and teaching in New York City. Lia, a professor at the School of Public Health at UC Berkeley, has increased her teaching load, along with continuing her research projects around the world and playing cello with the Buena Vista String Quartet.

I am thrilled to welcome four new talented board members to Walden’s Board of Directors: David Callan, Rita Mitra, Susan Rosen, and Leslie Stephens.

David Callan is a Certified Public Accountant and founding partner of Callan & Palmer. David and his wife Alix Ann have two sons and live in Fremont. He is a guitar teacher, choral singer and student of Leo Wanenchak and has worked with numerous non-profit boards. Rita Mitra’s daughter Danielle has attended Walden since 2004. Rita, a pianist, received a B.M. from Texas Tech University, an M.M. from the Juilliard School and a D.M.A. from the Manhattan School of Music. She is also interested in Indian classical music, studying Indian ragas on the violin and tabla. Rita broadened her career to include computer science, receiving an M.S. from NYU in 2002 and is currently working with Chimbortazo, an educational publishing company. She lives with her husband and daughter in New York City.

Susan Rosen’s son Michael attended Walden in 2004 and 2005, and Susan has been a frequent volunteer at the Walden office. She works as a clinical pharmacist at Laguna Honda Hospital and The Jewish Home for the Aged. Susan also serves on the Young Conservatory Council at the American Conservatory Theater and has been a parent rep for the San Francisco Conservatory of Music Preparatory Division. Michael is studying composition at the Oberlin Conservatory.

Leslie Stephens became familiar with Walden through Seth Breslow and has been an active supporter for several years. A graduate of Kenyon College and UC Berkeley graduate programs, she currently works in marketing for Abbott Vascular, a cardiac medical device company. Leslie and her husband Geoff live in San Francisco.

Michael Cornog and Robin Kenney, both of whom reside in the Monadnock region, have committed to second terms on the Walden board. Michael and Robin bring tremendous talent and wisdom to our community and we are grateful for their continued involvement.
Where Are They Now?... Kate Beletic (WS ’98–02)

Kate Beletic’s voice, alternately sweet and sad, sings about disappointment and trouble in the tradition of Shawn Colvin, Patty Griffin, and Tracy Chapman. Her potent lyrics pull metaphors out of the air: charleston can be cold this time of year the trees heavy with magnolia in the rain this morning i could smell the melancholy of spring nursing my third cup of coffee on your queen street balcony with your blanket around my shoulders leaving you bare in the bed

Kate’s introduction to Walden came at a fairly young age. Her mother grew up outside of Concord, NH, and her grandmother still lives there. She says, “We used to visit every summer, and once my mom read an article about Walden in the Boston Globe. She thought it sounded like a high quality program that could fit me.” The family visited the campus, and in 1998, at the age of 10, Kate began her five-year tenure at Walden.

Kate describes Walden’s impact on her both musically and personally. “Musically, Walden gave me tools that enabled me to understand and translate the music: I had naturally in my head, as well as quality theory training and the immeasurable gift of hearing my pieces performed. I was exposed to so much variety in my classes and at concerts, from my teachers and peers and the guests every summer—it elevated my musicality and formed an educational foundation. But being part of the community also gave me a lifetime.”

One highlight for Kate was writing her first choral piece during her final summer. She recalls: “The very first class that I took was Tamar Bloch’s solfège course—I was in there with a bunch of the other little kids in Science 2.” This class made a deep impression on Kate because solfège became such a valuable tool for her. She continues, “But my favorite class, every single summer, was always Chorus. It was exhilarating and glorious. Only after leaving Walden and joining other choruses did I begin to realize what good training I had from Leo.”

Kate describes Walden’s impact on her both musically and personally. “Musically, Walden gave me tools that enabled me to understand and translate the music: I had naturally in my head, as well as quality theory training and the immeasurable gift of hearing my pieces performed. I was exposed to so much variety in my classes and at concerts, from my teachers and peers and the guests every summer—it elevated my musicality and formed an educational foundation. But being part of the community also gave me a lifetime.”

One highlight for Kate was writing her first choral piece during her final summer. She explains: “It was very mind-expanding for me compositionally; as a songwriter, I write in a very linear fashion, with almost exclusive focus on the melody line to emphasize lyrics. The accompaniment is purely that, and can be fluid and quite replaceable. But this required me to write vertically, in four simultaneous parts, with none there to simply support another. That was how I ended up writing it, almost note by note; oddly enough, I had the most challenging time with the lyrics. But when it was done, to hear a large part of the community perform it was extremely special and rewarding.”

Currently Kate is living in Los Angeles pursuing a career as a singer/songwriter. “I feel I’m truly honing and advancing my craft, and performing live is a whole new dimension to develop. I’m really enjoying the music scene and the city, and the feeling that I finally have a place (other than Walden) that feels like home.” At Kate’s web page (www.katejayne.com) you can listen to and download some of her original songs, and if you’re a Walden or JCC alum, you can also visit her personal page at www.handoverhand.org.

COMING SOON!

June 22–24, 2007
A Reunion for Alumni/ae of The Walden School and the Junior Conservatory Camp
Mark your calendars!
Bring your family!
Watch your mailbox and www.bandoverhand.org for details.

PRISM Quartet/Walden School Student Commission

By Esther Landau

Michael Rosen (WS ’04–05) is the 2005 recipient of PRISM Quartet/Walden School Student Commission. His new work, as yet untitled, will receive its premiere by the PRISM Quartet on December 1 and 2, 2006, in New York and Philadelphia respectively. The program also includes new works for saxophones by Walden faculty Tamar Bloch, Shawn Crouch, Nick DeMaison, and Lorettta Notareschi.

A native of San Francisco, Michael has been playing the piano since he was seven; he also plays guitar, drums, and works with live electronics. When he was 12, Michael’s composing attracted the attention of composer/teacher Alexis Alrich at the San Francisco Conservatory’s Preparatory Division, and she encouraged him to study composition privately with her. After that, composing became more and more woven into the fabric of his life, both during the school year and the summers.

His first summer at Walden, Michael was not initially comfortable with the whole scene. He writes: “At first, as most new students are, I was scared by the crazy cult-like feeling, i.e., all the hugging and singing, etc. But as the first week progressed I completely fell in love with the place, and still remain so. One underlying feature of Walden that really spoke to me, aside from the close bonds I made with my peers was the unique and genuine love for music each of the faculty members embodied. They seemed to be so happy with what they were doing, and they completely changed my views on music—after my first summer of Walden I knew I could not do anything else but be a musician.”

Michael was proud of both works he wrote at Walden. Of his compositional development, Michael says, “It was interesting to see how my style of composition had changed so much in a year, and how Walden encouraged me to explore new mediums of musical expression.”

Michael is now majoring in composition and TIMARA (technology in music and related arts) at the Oberlin Conservatory. He has performed in the school’s Javanese Gamelan, as well as on some of his own compositions. He wants to explore jazz performance, improvisation, and live electronic performance; to that end, plans are in the works to collaborate with Oberlin classmate Alex Christie (WS ’02–04). The PRISM piece is almost complete, but he’s still polishing it a bit. He writes: “The piece is mainly concerned with different ‘swelling’ attacks on the saxophones. One motive stated in the beginning evolves through a number of canonic devices that slowly make the motive almost unrecognizable.” This was Michael’s first time writing for multiple saxophones; he says: “It was fun creating this work because I got to learn a lot about the saxophone family; there are so many amazing sounds that can be produced by a saxophone—it is almost overwhelming.”

While he is learning a great deal at Oberlin, he misses the artistic license he had at Walden. “When I look back now on all the freedom I had composing at Walden, I get very nostalgic because Oberlin lays down the law pretty hard… I have to do what they want or else—I don’t even want to find out!” For concert information, please visit www.prismquartet.com/concerts.html.

Collaborative Ventures

The Walden School is delighted to announce that over the next few years, it will be expanding its collaborations with performing ensembles around the country and providing more opportunities for the commissioning and premiering of Walden student works. Walden’s long and fruitful association with the PRISM Quartet continues, and to our collaborator roster we now add the International Contemporary Ensemble (ICE). We are currently exploring similar partnerships with several other ensembles.

For concert information, please visit www.prismquartet.com/concerts.html.

What’s on Kate’s iPod?

Twenty Twenty: The Essential T Bone Burnett; Our Endless Numbered Days, Iron & Wine; Fan Dance, Sam Phillips; Modern Times, Bob Dylan; assorted Ryan Adams bootlegs.
We are grateful that Lisa (Botham) Freidman (JCC ’62–63) recently shared with us some revelations about her time at the Junior Conservatory Camp. The piece is excerpted below; go to www.handoverhand.org for the full text.

Edited by Bob Critt (WS ’73–76) and Esther Landau

On meeting Mrs. C…

I vaguely recall sitting in Mrs. Cushman’s basement apartment on Mr. Vernon Place. She scrutinized me as my mother explained that I was interested in music and had been dreadfully bored everywhere else she had sent me. Mrs. C explained that at her camp, everyone studied musicianship. I didn’t even have a clue what musicianship was, but I was not worried: I was pretty good at school things, I really wasn’t easy at all: it was my first real challenge. Never in my life had I applied myself so diligently. The drills were competitive—if you missed the question, you were “out.” But for the first time I clicked between us early on: he invited me into his world, and I readily entered, beginning with an idiosyncratic genius, it became her quest to keep us from using their creative energies. Since Humphrey was her star composer, and clearly a genius, it became her quest to keep us from combusting at Walden with suspicion or hostility. Instead, the warm hospitality and spirit of acceptance washed over me.

On returning…

While I was at Walden [this summer] for Festival Week, I wrote myself a note: You can go home again, only it isn’t exactly you, and it isn’t entirely home. Because of the way I left, so many years ago, I half-expected to be greeted at Walden with suspicion or hostility. Instead, the warm hospitality and spirit of acceptance washed over me.

The Forums were amazing: the founders and faculty have crammed the important parts of Mrs. Cushman’s teachings and strengthened them, making the learning safe and accessible. The daunting competitive spirit seems gone, replaced by a nurturing and challenging camaraderie. What appears to me to have happened is that, all the while protecting and advancing musicianship, [the school has] followed it to some of its logical extensions, allowing the voice in each individual camper ample opportunity to emerge and grow idiosyncratically. I walked away knowing that, had I been a camper at Walden instead of JCC, I idiosyncratically. I walked away knowing that, had I been a camper at Walden instead of JCC, I...
Caroline Polk O'Meara (WS '88–93) says: “I got married to Matt Taub in July 2004. I got my PhD in Musicology at UCLA in July 2006, and I am teaching the History of Rock and Roll there this fall. I am currently looking for jobs while Matt finishes his PhD in Chemistry.”

Alicia Rabins (WS '88–95) klezmer/rock band Golem’s debut release for JDub, ‘Fresh Off Boat’, has just become available in stores (and through their web site www.golernacks.com). The New Yorker calls Golem “Stellar! A wild edgy approach with a reverence for Old World tradition.” The Washington Post says, “Golem produces the sort of music you’d expect if the shetel were filled with punks instead of peasants.”

Nora Rabins (WS ’95–99) writes: “I’m now beginning an MFA program in Furniture Design at the Rhode Island School of Design. Also, my primary email address will now be wnhine@risd.edu.”

Transitions: Major Life Events in the Walden/JCC Family

David Closter, 57, father to Gordon Closter (WS ’96–02) and long-time Walden supporter, died on April 5, 2006 in New Hampshire. David was an artist, craftsman, and yachtman and had a lifelong love of the ocean.

Aria Grace Roberts (see photo) was born to Laura Quist and Van Roberts on June 29, making Pam Quist (JCC staff ‘68–71; WS faculty ’72–93; ’03; WS board ’99–00; TT1 faculty and administration ’04–06) a very happy grandmother. All are well and healthy.

Alan Shewmon, MD (JCC ’64–69) writes: “Lisa and I had our first baby on June 14, 2006, a beautiful girl named Sophia, who loves music and is already looking forward to attending Walden in another 12 years or so (see photo)! While Lisa was pregnant with Sophia, I was inspired to conceive and give birth to a lullaby for her, written for soprano, tenor and piano, with original lyrics. Maybe some day I can share it with fellow JCC alumni at a reunion forum. Just two months after her birth, I had a double coronary artery bypass operation, which thankfully went well. Presently I’m making steady recovery at home. Such experiences give one a whole new perspective on life and remind us all to savor and be grateful for every moment of it!”
By Esther Landau

According to Karen Rabins, her daughters learned to be better huggers at Walden, which is just one reason she and her husband Peter felt good about sending them there. Karen and Peter Rabins have had a long and satisfying association with Walden, having put two children through the program over the course of eleven years (1988–1999).

The Rabinses live in Baltimore; Karen does hospice social work part time and also facilitates cancer support groups, and Peter is a geriatric psychiatrist at Johns Hopkins. Outside of his work time, Peter spends every minute he can in the garden; Karen knits and "makes a mean pie."

The Rabins girls all went to the Peabody Prep to study Suzuki violin—Alicia started when she was just 3. As they got older they also took musicianship, orchestra and chamber music. Alicia studied piano with Leo Wanenchak and Karen remembers him talking a lot about Walden, so the Rabinses decided to give it a try. Alicia first attended Walden at the age of 11 and went back for five more years. Karen notes that at that time most Walden students hailed from Baltimore and took the bus up to camp together, singing all the way. Karen recalls, "Alicia loved Walden, it was such an important part of her life." Karen is certain that the fact that Alicia is now in a touring klezmer/rock band, the Brooklyn-based Golem, is at least partly a credit to Walden.

After Alicia graduated it was Nora’s turn at Walden, and Nora loved it just as much as Alicia had. Karen remembers, "Poor Nora, it was her second summer up there when Hoagie [David Hogan] died." Nora had gotten to know Hogan because of the Rabins’ annual pilgrimages to New Hampshire for Walden School, Ltd.

The Rabins’ first impressions of Walden are ones that have remained with them, and have led them to donate every year: they love the beautiful setting, they are impressed by the forums and how supportive the students are of each other. And whenever they see Alicia or Nora, they still reap the benefits of those fine hugs!

Auction Raises $7,000 for Scholarships!!

Many thanks to all who participated in Walden’s first online auction! The event raised more than $7,000 for our scholarship fund and was also a lot of fun. We’re already planning for next year’s auction, which will be held in the spring rather than the summer. Mark your calendars for May 9 through 23, and start thinking now about what you might donate. Contact Director of Development Esther Landau at elandau@waldenschool.org or (415) 648-4710 with any questions.

Donor Spotlight: Karen and Peter Rabins

Karen and Peter Rabins

Peter felt good about sending them there. Karen and Peter Rabins have had a long and satisfying association with Walden, having put two children through the program over the course of eleven years (1988–1999).

The Rabinses live in Baltimore; Karen does hospice social work part time and also facilitates cancer support groups, and Peter is a geriatric psychiatrist at Johns Hopkins.

Outside of his work time, Peter spends every minute he can in the garden; Karen knits and "makes a mean pie."

The Rabins girls all went to the Peabody Prep to study Suzuki violin—Alicia started when she was just 3. As they got older they also took musicianship, orchestra and chamber music. Alicia studied piano with Leo Wanenchak and Karen remembers him talking a lot about Walden, so the Rabinses decided to give it a try. Alicia first attended Walden at the age of 11 and went back for five more years. Karen notes that at that time most Walden students hailed from Baltimore and took the bus up to camp together, singing all the way. Karen recalls, "Alicia loved Walden, it was such an important part of her life." Karen is certain that the fact that Alicia is now in a touring klezmer/rock band, the Brooklyn-based Golem, is at least partly a credit to Walden.

After Alicia graduated it was Nora’s turn at Walden, and Nora loved it just as much as Alicia had. Karen remembers, "Poor Nora, it was her second summer up there when Hoagie [David Hogan] died." Nora had gotten to know Hogan because of the Rabins’ annual pilgrimages to New Hampshire for Walden School, Ltd.

The Rabins’ first impressions of Walden are ones that have remained with them, and have led them to donate every year: they love the beautiful setting, they are impressed by the forums and how supportive the students are of each other. And whenever they see Alicia or Nora, they still reap the benefits of those fine hugs!

COME TO THE REUNION!

June 22–24, 2007

A Reunion for Alumni/ae of The Walden School and the Junior Conservatory Camp

Mark your calendars!
Bring your family!

Watch your mailbox and www.handoverhand.org for details.